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Gold & Gold Stocks Surge
Bitcoin Completes Advance
Dec. 23, 2017: Gold, Silver & Gold stocks (XAU
Index) fulfilled multi-month & multi-year cycle lows in the
first half of Dec. 2017 and triggered buy signals in earlyDec. Those signals project a surge into (at least) midJan. - the same time that Bitcoin cycles are arguing for
an important low.

The action of the past few weeks has intensified the battle between Gold & Bitcoin for the title of ‟King
Anti-Dollar‟ - as each plays a role in providing an alternative to the much-maligned fiat currency. The action
of Bitcoin - and the entire crypto-currency arena - in 2017 has powerfully validated the 40-Year Cycle of Currency Wars that projected a seismic shift to take hold in 2017… and then accelerate in 2018 - 2021.
The Dollar has corroborated that, fulfilling multi-year cycle highs in late-2016/early-2017 and entering what was and still is expected to be an initial 12 - 18 month decline. As the Dollar edges closer to a second breakdown, the interest in Dollar alternatives is likely to grow - fueling the battle of Gold vs. Crypto.
The following is a recap of recent, related analysis - compiled to bring newer readers up to speed on
this overall discussion for a major Currency War - involving Gold and now cryptos - in 2017 - 2021...

Outlook 2018 - 2019
Reactive Phase
11-30-17 - 2017 was projected to be the transition year - linked to 10-Year, 17-Year, 40-Year, 70-Year,
80-Year & even 120-Year Cycles - when a myriad of competing cycles would be shifting from one direction to
another.
One of the most noteworthy (and often discussed) cycle is the 40-Year Cycle of Currency Wars - timing
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major conflicts & shifts in the never-ending battle for
control of the currency. Until the 1970’s (latest
phase of 40-Year Cycle), that battle raged between
fiat (debt-backed paper) & hard (gold/silver-backed)
currency. The 1970’s, like every other phase, witnessed initial events in the ‘3’ - ‘6’/‘7’ year (1973 1976/’77) and reactionary events in the ‘7’ through
the ‘1’ year of the ensuing decade (1977 - 1981).

like a snake in the grass - that can ultimately be the
most dangerous. That is why I have kept a close
eye on interest rate markets as they slowly, gradually transition from a multi-decade bear market into
a (potential) multi-year bull market.
For Bonds & Notes, 2017 was expected to also
be a type of transition year - best identified as a ‘2’
or ‘b’ wave bounce (in Elliott Wave terminology)
when they shift from their initial decline (July - Dec.
2016) into a larger-degree bear market - but not
before a transitionary period of consolidation unfolds… lulling investors into complacency.

A Golden Divorce
Following the Nixon Gold Shock & collapse of
Bretton Woods (1973), another seismic shift ensued
- ultimately resulting in the Dollar’s (and most major
industrialized currencies’) divorce decree from Gold also known as the Jamaica Accord or Jamaica
Agreement (1976) - and a new de-facto backing
from oil (OPEC agreement in 1975 - 1977).

That was/is then expected to usher in a more
convincing decline in 2018. However, 2019 remains
the focus for the most pronounced & accelerated
move to the downside in Bonds & Notes.
In many respects, that is expected to be the
ultimate gamechanger (not to be confused with the
Gold/Middle East GaME Changer) as a couple decades of perpetual easing gives way to the obvious
reaction (tightening) in the years to come. The Dec.
2016 INSIIDE Track summarized it this way:

Similarly, 2013 - 2016/2017 was projected to
time decisive initial events that would lead to reactive (more overt) events in 2017 - 2021… with 2017
marking that critical transition year.
2017 has fulfilled that expectation, timing a
decisive reversal lower in the US Dollar, an initial
advance (following a 12 - 18 month bottoming
phase) in energy markets, a steadily bottoming formation in Gold and the reactive - but somewhat
anemic - bounce in Bonds & Notes after their initial
drop in late-2016.

“While any of the aforementioned shifts could
trigger a domino-effect of unintended consequences, I am most acutely watching interest
rates. Investors, politicians & central bankers have
been lulled into a sense of complacency from a
decade or more of extreme monetary easing, resulting in massive debt & negative interest rates.

2017 has also heightened the focus on a new
factor in this recurring financial/economic battle. At
the culmination of this latest 40-Year Cycle, a new
‘anti-Dollar’ currency has entered the fray - the
crypto-currency. When historians look back, they
will probably identify 2017 as the Year of Bitcoin.

When the „bell‟ finally rings, announcing the end
of that „period‟, a mixture of panic (‟over-reaction‟),
confusion & chaos is likely to ensue. What is
probably being underestimated is the disproportional impact a small shift in this paradigm will
have. And, if commodity inflation is coming back to
life - at roughly the same time - it would create an
exponentially-greater effect on everything linked to
interest rates.

Nothing could better exemplify the overall outlook for this period (2013 - 2021 & 2017 - 2021)
than the euphoric moves in Bitcoin, Ethereum &
other crypto-currencies in 2017!

The inset on page 4 briefly addressed two compounding cycles - the Decennial Panic Cycle & the
~8-Year Bubble & Burst Cycle - that are expected

Credit Where It’s Due?
However, it is often the quiet, subtle movers -
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to amplify the effects of (or be a direct result
of) a shift in the never-ending cycle of lower
interest rates & eternal quantitative easing… in
2017/2018.

INSIIDE Track Report

~120-Degree/~4-Month Cycle in Bitcoin

To paraphrase the writer of Proverbs,
„there is a way that seems right to man (and
to central bankers & politicians), but in the
end it leads to debt… and destruction… and
death (similar root words)‟.
Perhaps a modern word will convey this
principle more convincingly - mortgage.
‟Mort‟ (death) ‟gage‟ (pledge) is the ultimate
form of debt in our society… literally a ‟death
pledge‟ in Latin. [Debt & death are often interchangeable in etymology.]

mid-Jan. ‘18

mid-Jan. ‘17
mid-May ‘17

mid-Sep. ‘17
www.insiidetrack.com

2017 - The Reaction Begins
As conveyed for several years, I expected one
phase of activity (the action) in 2013--2017 and
another (the reaction) - in 2017--2021. 2017 is
the pivotal transition year...”

2018) & similar analysis discussed the past 15+
years. Now let’s connect a few dots…

For most of the past two decades, the US and
the world has been awash in easy credit & low (or
no or negative) interest rates. It has created an
orgy of debt - a bubble like no other.

The knowledge of that impending abstention
prompted Trump advisors (Jared Kushner?) to instruct Michael Flynn to contact the Russians for help
in thwarting this resolution. Michael Flynn lied about
this to VP Pence and to the FBI, setting up the indictment & plea agreement reached this week.

2017 began with the unprecedented abstention
of the US’ UN diplomat during an anti-Israel Security
Council vote.

So what happens when the first dominos begin
to fall? Will all the others just magically jump out of
the way?? 2019 remains my primary focus for related cycles, but 2018 could certainly provide some
dramatic precursors.

Meanwhile, Kushner is rushing to forge an
agreement with the Saudis - in hopes of securing a
landmark peace agreement, as President Trump
prepares to declare Jerusalem the eternal capital of
Israel & spur movement of the US Embassy in
2018.

A Burdensome Stone
For over a decade, I have described a unique
convergence of cycles related to the Middle East, to
Israel & to Jerusalem that were expected to time a
seismic shift beginning in Sept. 2017 - Sept. 2018,
the Jewish Year of 5778. The Jan. 2017 INSIIDE
Track revisited this topic and also quoted from the
June 2014 INSIIDE Track.

But Kushner could be next in line for a Special
Counsel indictment. How will the Middle East respond if Trump declares Jerusalem as Israel’s capital? Could cycles really be that precise… and anticipate events years in advance?
Watch DUPE Cycles (Dec. 8 Unification Cycles) for corroboration. IT

And that hearkened back to Kingdom of Jerusalem Cycles in 2010/2011 (discussed in 2005 2010 & forecast to trigger a 7-Year Cycle into 2017/
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INFLATION MARKETS - M E T A L S

www.insiidetrack.com

11/30/17 - GOLD & SILVER remain in a 1 - 2
year bottoming process, following major cycle
lows in late-2015 & secondary cycle lows in late2016. The outlook for 2017 was to begin with a
~4 month advance followed by a ~2-month decline, leading into a projected mid-2017 (higher)
low… and then a larger advance.
That unfolded with the July 10th low fulfilling
that scenario. A subsequent higher low was expected in Sept., later revised to early-Oct. Gold &
Silver set those lows without turning their weekly
trends down, a positive development.

Bitcoin: 360-Degree Cycle

Jan. ‘14

Jan. ‘15

Jan ‘18
Jan. ‘16

However, Gold MUST give a weekly close
back above 1301.3/GCG to re-enter its weekly uptrend & validate the potential for a new rally into
Feb. 2018.

Jan. ‘17

January High & Lows

The XAU fulfilled that potential and reversed
lower in early-Sept. - generating a monthly 2 Close
Reversal lower in the process. That reinforced the
monthly cycle outlook for an overall drop into Nov./
Dec. 2017 - when monthly cycles converge.

As long as Gold remains above its Oct. low, it
is perceived to be in a ’3’ of ’3’ of ’3’ or ’C’ wave advance - normally the most dynamic rally. If that is
the case, and if Feb. 2018 is going to set the next
multi-month peak, Gold’s sharpest advance is likely
to take hold in the weeks leading into Feb. ‘18 - another example of the 90/10 Rule of Cycles.

On an intermediate basis, several factors have
continued to project a drop to 77.50 - 78.50/XAU.
Gold stocks have effectively fulfilled that, spiking
down to 78.92 during the final day of Nov. Since
many of those projections were time-related, the
month of Dec. could still witness a spike to new
lows before a bottom takes hold. Geometric daily
cycles focus on Dec. 4 - 8.

6--12 month & 1--2 year traders & investors
should be holding partial (25%) long positions in
Silver from early-Jan. ’16. Use a weekly close below 16.190/SIZ as the trigger to exit these long-term
long positions.

www.insiidetrack.com
[End Nov. 2017 INSIIDE Track excerpt]
12-23-17 - Gold extended its decline but then
triggered a 6 - 12 month buy signal in early-Dec. while
dropping to the lower end of the buying range (1247.0/
GCG) before reversing higher in sync with the XAU buy
signal (1 - 2 month) generated on Dec. 11/12. Within
days, Bitcoin completed its 4th advance since early2016 - everyone of which lasted a precise 5 months in
duration. That ushers in the ideal scenario for a sharp
correction into mid-Jan. 2018 when a multi-month low
is expected - perpetuating a ~120-degree & ~360degree cycle of consecutive lows.

Traders can also be entering new long positions in Gold (25%) when the futures are trading at
1275.0/GCG down to 1247.0/GCG. Risk/exit on a
weekly close below 1235.5/GCG. If using futures,
roll forward with each contract rollover.
The XAU remains in a much weaker (relative)
position than Gold, failing to even neutralize its
monthly downtrend after turning that trend down in
Oct. 2016 and remaining that way up to the present.
It spiked up to weekly LHRs in late-August, portending a multi-month top in early-Sept.
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cles converge. Based on wave comparisons & its
recurring 2.50 point range, Silver could make it
back up to ~18.50/SI.

CURRENCY WAR: 2017 - 2021 GOLD SURGE SUPPRESSING BITCOIN

A peak in Feb. 2018 would also complete
successive ~7-month advances (Dec. ’15 - July ’16
& July ’17 - Feb. ’18) AND a ~9.5 month high (July
’16) - high (mid-April ’17) - high (Feb. 2018) Cycle
Progression. A .618 rebound in time (12 months
down/7 months up) would also peak in Feb. ’18.

12/23/17 Weekly Re-Lay - GOLD & SILVER
have initially bottomed after dropping into the first
half of Dec. - the same time that Gold bottomed in
2015 & 2016, perpetuating an annual/360-degree
cycle.
That potential was/is reinforced by diverse
indicators - including the weekly trend patterns &
the weekly HLS - and was corroborated as Gold
bottomed just above year-opening support. Both
metals turned their daily trends up, giving the first
sign of an intermediate bottom.

The XAU fulfilled its 2 - 3 month outlook & 6 12 month outlook by dropping to new multi-month
lows in Dec. 2017 - the latest phase of an 11 - 12
month low-low-low Cycle Progression - while testing & holding extreme support (its weekly HLS) at
75.77/XAU. It also fulfilled a 21 - 22 week highlow-(low) Cycle Progression originating from the
early-Feb. intra-year peak.

Weekly closes above 1281.0/GCG & 16.470/
SIH would elevate this rally to the next higher degree. The monthly closes are also shaping up with
some intriguing potential.

For all intents & purposes, the XAU has
traded sideways throughout 2017 - creating a type
of ‘a-b-c’ decline from the early-Feb. high (Feb. ’17
high - July ’17 low - Sept. ’17 high - Dec. ’17 low),
in which the ‘c’ wave decline nearly matched the
magnitude of the preceding ‘a’ wave decline.

If Gold can give a monthly close above
1276.7/GCG & Silver give a monthly close above
16.790/SIH, they would generate monthly 2 Close
Reversals higher.
On an intermediate basis, Gold has the next
phase of an ongoing 18 - 21 week cycle - that
could produce a multi-week peak - coming into
play between mid-Jan. & early-Feb.

While that corrective wave was unfolding for
~10 months, the XAU exhibited some underlying
resilience that just needed to wait until negative
cycles had played out. Each decline produced a
retest of support (and very brief spike low it) with
very little downside follow-through.

If an advance in Gold stretches into the final
week of that cycle (early-Feb.; consistent with
monthly cycles, previously discussed in INSIIDE
Track), it would also complete a 29-week low-low(high) Cycle Progression & a 14-week drop/7-week
advance (50%) sequence, as well.
On an intermediate basis, Silver could also
still set an important high in Feb. 2018.

Although the XAU spiked to new lows in midMarch, May, July & Dec., each time that spike low
was only by 0.5 - 1.5 basis points and it never
gave a weekly close below the preceding low
(which would have signaled a negative breakdown).

Since its bottom in Dec. ’15, Silver has had 5
significant advances - each lasting ~2 months
(Dec. ’15 - Feb. ’16, Mar. - May ’16, May - Jly. ’16,
Dec. ’16 - Feb. ’17 & Jly. - Sept. ’17).

As soon as weekly & monthly cycles matured,
in early-Dec., that took the pressure off Gold
stocks and allowed them to initially validate those
signs of a slowly developing (secondary) bottom.

A similar, ~2-month advance would take Silver higher into Feb. ’18 - when other monthly cy-

The Dec. 11 & 12 signal has been powerfully
corroborated with the XAU neutralizing its weekly
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downtrend and providing the next-higher-degree
signal of a reversal up.

INSIIDE Track Report

The latest advance began on July 16. Another 5month advance - a repetitive example of wave
similarity - projected a rally into Dec. 16, 2017.

Intermediate (2 - 4 week & 1 - 3 month) traders could have entered Gold stocks or related instruments last week and can now risk a weekly
close below 76.77/XAU...

When did Bitcoin peak?
Dec. 16 was its highest daily close & Dec. 17
was its intraday spike high!

As Gold, Silver & Gold stocks have come
back to life, the other ‘anti-Dollar’ currency alternative - BITCOIN & crypto-currency - have yielded
some significant ground. Bitcoin did this, yet again,
after precisely fulfilling technical & cyclical analysis.

Since then, it dropped as much as $9,000 shedding almost 50% in a matter of days - before
rebounding sharply (as it usually does).
Is Gold’s new-found favor removing some of
the luster from crypto-currency? Or are the contrasting moves just a coincidence? Time will tell.
(Mid-Jan. 2018 is the next pivotal cycle.). IT

As observed before, Bitcoin has traded in surprisingly consistent technical & cyclical patterns including consecutive almost-identical (duration)
surges. Since the beginning of 2016, Bitcoin has
experienced four primary multi-month advances.
The first three were as follows:

12-23-17 - Gold is poised to reinforce its earlyDec. buy signal if it can close above 1276.7/GCG on
Dec. 29. The action between now & mid-Jan. (when
Bitcoin has the potential to complete a sharp sell-off)
should determine if Gold & Silver (and Gold stocks)
can rally beyond that time frame and extend these
advances into Feb. 2018. Price action is key!

-- Jan. 16, 2016 - June 16, 2016
-- Aug. 2, 2016 - Jan 4, 2017
-- Jan. 11, 2017 - June 11, 2017

Refer to the Weekly Re-Lay & INSIIDE Track
for updated analysis. IT

Each of those 3 previous rallies lasted precisely (or within 1 - 2 days of) 5 months in duration.

Information is from sources believed to be reliable, but its accuracy cannot be guaranteed. Due to futures’ volatility, recommendations are subject to change
without notice. Readers using this information are solely responsible for their actions and invest at their own risk. Past performance is no guarantee of future results.
Principles, employees & associates of INSIIDE Track Trading Corporation may have positions in recommended futures or options. The discussion and/or analysis of any
stock, ETF or Index is strictly for educational purposes and is not an offer to buy or sell securities nor a recommendation to do so. Please check all information before
making an investment. No part of this publication may be reproduced or re-transmitted without the editor’s written consent. All Tech Tips ä -- and the term Tech Tips ä
-- are trademarks of INSIIDE TRACK Trading Corporation and all unauthorized reproduction is strictly prohibited.
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HYPOTHETICAL PERFORMANCE RESULTS HAVE MANY INHERENT LIMITATIONS. NO REPRESENTATION IS BEING MADE THAT ANY ACCOUNT WILL OR
IS LIKELY TO ACHIEVE PROFITS OR LOSSES SIMILAR TO THOSE SHOWN. THERE ARE FREQUENTLY SHARP DIFFERENCES BETWEEN HYPOTHETICAL
PERFORMANCE RESULTS AND THE ACTUAL RESULTS SUBSEQUENTLY ACHIEVED BY A PARTICULAR TRADING PROGRAM. ONE OF THE LIMITATIONS
OF HYPOTHETICAL PERFORMANCE RESULTS IS THEY ARE GENERALLY PREPARED WITH THE BENEFIT OF HINDSIGHT. IN ADDITION, HYPOTHETICAL
TRADING DOES NOT INVOLVE FINANCIAL RISK AND NO HYPOTHETICAL TRADING RECORD CAN COMPLETELY ACCOUNT FOR THE IMPACT OF
FINANCIAL RISK IN ACTUAL TRADING. THE ABILITY TO WITHSTAND LOSSES OR ADHERE TO A PARTICULAR TRADING PROGRAM IN SPITE OF
TRADING LOSSES ARE MATERIAL POINTS WHICH CAN ADVERSELY AFFECT ACTUAL TRADING RESULTS.
THERE ARE MANY OTHER FACTORS
RELATED TO THE MARKETS IN GENERAL OR TO THE IMPLEMENTATION OF A SPECIFIC TRADING PROGRAM WHICH CANNOT BE FULLY ACCOUNTED
FOR IN THE PREPARATION OF HYPOTHETICAL PERFORMANCE RESULTS -- ALL OF WHICH CAN ADVERSELY AFFECT ACTUAL TRADING RESULTS.
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